
Free speech often finds its most dangerous
enemies among those who claim to be its
friends.  Traditionally, the political right were
the most energetic censors, while the left at least
pretended to favour freedom of expression.
Now free speech finds itself under insidious en-
circling attack from both sides, the old moral
censorship of the right matched by the new pol-
itically correct censorship of the left.

FREE SPEECH BEING ATTACKED FROM
BOTH THE RIGHT AND THE LEFT

Both have been in action this week (mid April,
1994 — ed.).  A campaign on the one flank to
suppress “video nasties” is matched by one on
the other to “Stop the Nazi Threat”.  As usual,

and in both cases, the road to censorship is
paved with good intentions.  Just as none of us
like racial hatred, so we all deplore the corrup-
tion of children.  The amendment to the Crimi-
nal Justice Bill tabled by the Liberal MP David
Alton, to prevent children from hiring X-rated
videos, thus received wide parliamentary sup-
port.  No matter that renting “classified” videos
to under-age children is already an offence pun-
ishable by a £5,000 fine.  And as the director of
the British Board of Film Classification, James
Ferman, pointed out, true “video nasties” have
been banned for nearly ten years.

FOR THE SAKE OF THE CHILDREN

In order to extend this proscription, Mr Alton’s
amendment — now withdrawn in favour of dra-
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conian legislation from Michael Howard — was
not so much loosely as absurdly framed.  It
aimed to ban home rental of films which contain
“inappropriate role models” for children or are
psychologically harmful to them.  Not long ago
we had the case of the headmistress who didn’t
want her little charges to be tainted by the “bla-
tant heterosexism” of Romeo and Juliet.  You
could scarcely blame her for wondering whether
Macbeth and Othello were appropriate role
models for the young.  As for psychological
damage, men have been driven mad by reading
Nietzsche or listening to Wagner, but that is not
necessarily a reason to ban them.

Conceding that the amendment would make it
harder for adults to watch what they want, some
newspapers argued that some parents were so ir-
responsible that the law had to intervene for the
sake of the children.  No doubt so, but how far
does this principle of the lowest common de-
nominator apply?  If none of us may do any-
thing which might be dangerous when done by
the feckless, life will be uneventful indeed.

THE THREAT FROM THE NEW
PATERNALISTS OF THE LEFT

But the greatest threat to free speech at present
does not come from paternalist Conservatives.  It
comes from the new paternalists of the left.  The
full force of political correctness has not yet
crossed the Atlantic.  We are so far spared the
“speech codes” which so many American col-
leges have adopted, and the baroque catalogue
of euphemism enforced by some American pub-
lishers and newspapers.  All the same, the cur-
rent is running that way.

On the left, a residual embarrassment about di-
rectly attacking free speech can still be detected.
Thus, a feminist group call themselves the Cam-
paign Against Pornography and Censorship.
This wonderfully weaselly name (imagine a
“Campaign  for  Fox-Hunting  and  Animal
Rights”) could only have been thought up by
people who, while engaged in promoting censor-
ship, are slightly ashamed by the thought of it.

“NO PLATFORM”

The same embarrassment, or evasion, is seen in
another weasel phrase: “no platform”.  It entered
the language in the 1970s.  “No platform for
racists” was the slogan used by student activists

who wanted to ban those with whom they dis-
agreed (of course, the activists defined who was
a racist).  It has now reappeared.  In response to
the British National Party’s modest successes, a
group has appeared called Media Workers
Against the Nazis.

THE BNP BEING BUILT UP BY THEIR
ENEMIES

This might seem unobjectionable until you read
Paul Foot’s exegesis in The Guardian.  It isn’t
enough to expose “the dangers of fascist propa-
ganda”, he says.  The Media Workers intend also
to “contest the right of a platform for such pro-
paganda”.  Translated, this means they want to
censor opinions they dislike.

It is effortless to concede that the BNP is a nasty
piece of work (though it is also an essentially
unimportant one which, like the National Front
before it, is being built up by its enemies for
reasons of their own.  There is no remote possi-
bility of the BNPs winning a single parliamen-
tary seat).  Just as obviously,  Mr Foot’s
argument is as extensive as it wants to be.

WORDS AND DEEDS

Neo-censors like the American Catherine Mac-
Kinnon want to ban obscene books not because
they deprave and corrupt but because their very
existence threatens women.  The ironical title of
Miss MacKinnon’s book Only Words intends
that words can be as dangerous as deeds.

That was also the argument used by those who
said that Salman Rushdie had brought his
troubles on himself by writing a novel which
caused so much “hurt”.  It is now the argument
these “media workers” use, claiming that there is
no valid “difference between what fascists say
and what they do”.  Therefore, if you dislike
what they do you must forbid them to say any-
thing.

THE ANSWER TO LIES IS NOT THE GAG
BUT THE TRUTH

This country already has more than enough laws
inhibiting free speech, and more than enough
people who need to be told that the answer to
lies is not to gag the liar but to tell the truth.  It
is wearisome to explain that to politicians.  To
have to explain it to journalists is rather horrible.


